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1. Introduction

The contact CR submanifolds of a Sasakian manifold have been defined
and studied by K. Yano and M. Kon [l1J and are now being studied by
many authors.

The main purpose of the present paper is to define what we call contact
three-CR submanifolds of a manifold with Sasakian-three-structure and to
study their properties.

2. Submanifolds of a manifold with Sasakian-three-structure

In a Riemannian manifold (M, g) of dimension m with metric tensor g,
let there be given a Killing vector ~ of unit length satisfying the condition

VjV;t;h =E;;ol-E;hgj;
~h being components of ~ and gji components of g, where t;;=t;hghi and i7j
denote the operater of covariant differentiation with respect to the Riemannian
connection of (M, g). Then t; is called a Sasakian structure in (M, g) (see
[9J).

We assume that (M, g) admits three Sasakian structures ~, r; and' which
are mutually orthogonal and satisfy the conditions .

er;, l;;J=2~, Cl;;, t;J=2r;, [~, r;J=2'.
Then the set It;, r;, l;;} is called a Sasakian-three-structure in (M, g). In
such a case, M is necessarily of dimension m=4n+3 (n~O). Moreover, the
distribution Q) spanned by t;, r; and , is integrable and every integral manifold
of Q) is totally geodesic and of constant curvature 1 (see [sJ, [7J).

We denote by a, f3 and r the I-forms associated with t;, r; and' respectively.
If we put

ifJ=i7E;, cjJVr;, O=V'
then we can easily verify that

ifJE;=O, cjJ1)=O,
aoifJ=O, f3ocjJ=O,
(1)= -cjJr.,= -t;, ifJ'= -Ot;= -1),
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or:;,= 0,
roO=O,

cjJE; = - ifJ1) = -"
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(2.1)

(jJ2= -I+aQ9';,
cjJf)=ifJ+rQ97J,
f)cjJ= -ifJ+(3Q9r;"
(3°ifJ= -aocjJ= -r,
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cjJ2= -I+(3Q97J,
f)ifJ=cjJ +aQ9r;"
ifJf)= -cjJ+rQ9';,
r0cjJ= - (30f)= -a,

f)2=-I+rQ9r;"
ifJcjJ= f) +(3Q9';,
cjJifJ= -f)+aQ97J,
aof)= -roifJ= -(3,

and
(2.2) (VxifJ) Y= -g(X, Y)';+a(Y)X,

V (xcjJ) Y= -g(X, Y)7J+(3(Y)X,
(Vxf) Y= -g(X, y)r;,+r(Y)X

for any vector fields X and Y on M, where I denotes the identity tensor
field of type (1. 1) with components O;h.

Let M be a submanifold isometrically immersed in M. Throughout this
paper, we assume that the submanifold M of M is tangent to the structure
vectors ';,7J and r;,. For any vector field X tangent to M. we put

(2.3) ifJX=P1X+F1X, cjJX=P2X+F2X, f)X=P3X+F3x,
where P rX(r=l, 2,3) are the tangential parts and FrX(r=l, 2,3) the normal
parts of ifJX, cjJX and f)X respectively. Then Pr is an endomorphism on the
tangent bundle T(M) and Fr is a normal bundle valued I-form on T(M).
Similarly, for any vector field V normal to M, we put

(2.4) ifJV=t1V+f1V, cjJV=t2V+f2V, f)V=t3V+f3V,
where t rV(r= 1, 2, 3) are the tangential parts and fr V(r= 1, 2, 3) the normal
parts of ifJ V, cjJ V and () V respectively. For any vector field Y tangent to M,
we have from (2. 3)

(2.5) g(PrX, Y)=-g(PrY, X), r=1,2,3
because Va, V(3 and Vr are skew-symmetric. Similarly for any vector field
U normal to M, we have from (2. 4)

(2.6) g(frV, U)=-g(frU, V), r=I,2,3

because of the same reason. We also have from (2. 3) and (2. 4)
(2.7) g(FrX, V) +g(trV, X) =0, r=l, 2, 3,

which give the relations between Fr and tr.
Now, applying ifJ, cjJ and () to (2. 3) respectively and using (2. 1), (2. 3)

and (2. 4), we can obtain

(2.8) fP1:=-I+aQ9';-t1F1, P22=-I+(3Q97J- t2F2,
lP3 = -I+rQ9r;,- t3F3,

(2.9) FrPr+frFr=O, r=l, 2, 3,

(

P2Pl=-P3-t2Fl+a Q97J, P3P2=-Pl-t3F2+(3Q9r;"

(2. 10) P1P3= - P2-t1F3+rQ9,;,
PIP2=P3-tlF2+(3Q9';, P2P3=P1- t2F3+rQ97J,
P3P 1=P2-t3Fl+aQ9r;"

and
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(2.11) {F2P 1=-F3-f2Fh F3P2=-F1 -f3F2' F1P3= -F2-f1F3,
FIP2-F3-flF2, F2P3-F1-f2F3, F3P1= F2-f3Fl'

Applying 9, <jJ and 0 to (2. 4) respectively and using (2. 1), (2. 3) and
(2. 4) , we also have

(2.12) fr 2=-I-Frt" r=l, 2,3,
(2.13) Prtr+trIr=O, r=l, 2,3.
(2.14) {f2f1=-f3- F2t h f3f2=-f1- F3t 2' flf3=~f2-Flt3'

flf2=f3- Fh, f2f3=f1- F2t 3, f3f1=f2- F3t b

{
P2t1 +t2f1 = -t3, P3t2+t3f2= -th P1t3+t1f3= -t2,

(2.15) Ph+ t1f2=t3, P2t3+t2f3=th P3t1+t3f1 =t2'

If we put X=~, 1J, ~ in (2. 3) respectively and use (2. 1), we have

(2.16)
(2.17)

(2.18)

Finally,

(2. 19)

P1~=O, P2r;=0, P3~=0,

F1~=0, F21J=0, F3~=0,

{
P31J+ F31J= -P2~-F2~= -~, P1~+F1~= -P3~-F3~= -1J,
P2~+F2~=-PJ1J-FJ1J= -~.

taking account of the last parts of (2. 1), from (2. 3) we have

{JP1=-aP2=-r, r P2=-j3P3=-a, aP3=-rP1=-f3.

3. Contact-three-CR submanifolds of a manifold with Sasakian
three-structure

DEFINITION. Let M be a submanifold isometrically immersed in a manifold
M with Sasakian-three-structure {~, 1J,~] tangent to the structure vectors t
1J and C Then M is called a contact-three-CR submanifold of M if there
exists a differentiable distribution Q) : x -+ Q)xc Tx(M) on M satisfying the
following conditions:

(1) Q) is invariant with respect to {if>, <jJ, OJ, i. e. ,
fjJQ)xcQ)x, <jJQ)xcQ)x, (}Q)xcQ)x

for each xEM, and
(2) the complementary orthogonal distribution Q).1..: x -4 Q)x1. C T x (M) JS

antiinvariant with respect to {!ft, <jJ, 0], i. e. ,
rjJQ)x1.cTxCM)1., <jJQ)x1.CTx(M)-l, OQ)x.1..cTxCM).1..

for each x E M.

REMARK. For a contact-three-CR submanifold ~, r; and ~ belong to Q).

Indeed, from !ft2X = - X+a (X) ~ for any X E Q), we see that a (X) ~ E Q).
Thus we have ~EQ) or a (X) =0 and hence ~ED.l. When ~EQ), the
condition (1) implies 1J EQ) and <':EQ) because O~= -1J and <jJ~=t;,. By the
way the case that ~EQ).l does not occur because of the condition (2). Hence
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~,7j and t;: belong to Q).

Let M be a contact-three eR submanifold of a manifold M with a
Sasakian-three-structure {~, 7j, t;:}. We denote by land P- the projection
operators on Q) and Q)1- respectively. Then we have

(3.1) l+F=I, l2=1, 11-2=1\ llJ.=I1-I=O.
From (2. 3) , we obtain

cj>IX= PllX+ FlIX, <jJIX=P2IX+F2IX, OIX= PgIX+ Fg[X,
which and the distribution Q) being invariant yield

(3.2) [1-Prl=O, Frl=O, r=l, 2, 3.
From (2.3), we also have

cj>11-X=Pll1-X+Fll1-X, <jJ1J.X=P211-X+F2ZJ.X, OI1-X=PglJ.X+Fgl1-X,
from which, the distribution Q)J. being anti-invariant, we find

(3. 3) PrF=O, r=1, 2, 3
and consequently

(3.4) Prl=P,., r=l, 2,3
because of 11.=1-[.

Now applying [ from the right to (2. 9) and using (3. 2) and (3. 4), we find
(3.5) FrPr=O, r=l, 2, 3

and consequently
(3.6) IrFr=O, r=l, 2, 3.

Moteover, remembering the skew-symmetry of Ir and the relation (2. 7), we
find

(3.7) trIr =0, r= 1, 2, 3
and consequently

(3.8) Prtr=O, r=l, 2,3.
Thus, from (2.8) and (2.16) we have

(3.9) Prg+pr=O, r=l, 2,3,
which means that {Ph P2, Pg} is an f-three-structure (see [4J) in M. Also,
from (2. 12) and (3. 6) we have

(3.10) Irg+lr=O, r=l, 2, 3,
which shows that {flJ2,fg} is an f-three-structure in the normal bundle
T(M)J..

On the other hand, applying [1- from the right to (2.10) and using (3. 2)
and (3. 3), we can obtain

(3. 11) {t2Fl =0, tgF2=O, t1Fg=O,
t1F2=O, t2Fg=0, tgFl=0,

and consequently
(3.12) {P2P1=-pg+a07J, PgP2=-P1+/30r", PIPg=-P2+r0~,

PIP2=Pg+/30~, P2Pg=P1+r07J, PgP1=P2+a0r".
Consequently, for a submanifold M of a manifold M with Sasakian-three-
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structure {.;, rj, ~}, assume that we have (3. 5) and (3. 11). Then we have
(3.6) r-v (3.8) and consequently (3. 9), (3. 10) and (3. 12).

Applying F2 from the left to the first equation of (3. 12) and using (2. 17)
and (3. 5), we find

which and (2. 11) give

and consequently

Similarly we have
(3.13) F1rj=0, FI~=O, Fz~=O, Fz~=O, F3~=O, F3rj=O,

from which and (2. 18),
(3. 14) Plrj=~, PI~= -rj, P z.;= -~, Pz~=~, P3';=rj, P3rj= -t;o
Applying P 3 from the left to the first equation of (3. 12) and making use

of (2. 19) and (3. 14), we also have
- p1z+a®t;= - Pi+r®(.

Similarly we have
- PI2+a®~= - Pl+(J®rj= - Pi+r®(.

vVe now put
(3.15) 1= -P12+a®~, 1-'-=/-1.

Then we can easily verify that
l+l~=/, 12=1, 1~2=F, 1l~=I-'-I=O,

which means that l and l~ are complementary projection operators and
consequently define complementary orthogonal distributions Q) and Q)~

respectively.
From the first equation of (3. 15), we find

Prl=Pn r= 1,2,3
because of (2. 16) and (3. 9). These equations can be written as

Prl-'-=O, r= 1, 2, 3.
By the way g(PrX, Y) (r=l, 2, 3) are skew-symmetric and g(llX, Y) IS

symmetric and consequently the above equations yield
fl.pr=O, r= 1,2,3

and hence
I-'-Prl=O, r= 1,2,3.

Also, from (2. 17), (3. 5) and (3. 15), we find
Frl=O, r= 1,2,3

and therefore
Frl-'-=Fn r=1, 2, 3.

The above equations show that the distribution Q) is invariant and Q)-'- IS

antiinvariant with respect to {9, <p, 8/. Moreover, we have
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l~=~, lTj=Tj, lr,,=(,
l.L~=O, l.Ln=O, l.LI:=O

and consequently Q) contains ~,Tj and r". Thus we have

THEOREM 1. In order for a submanifold M of a manifold with Sasakian
three-structure to be a contact-three-GR submanifold, it is necessary and sufficient
that (3. 5) and (3. 11) are valid on M.

THEOREM 2. Let M be a contact-three-CR submanifold of a manifold with
Sasakian-three-structure. Then {Ph P 2, Ps} is an f-three-structure in M and
{/1. 12, Is} is an f-three-structure in the normal bundle.

Let M be a contact-three-CR submanifold of a manifold M with a
Sasakian-three-structure. If dim Q)=O, then M is called an anti-invariant
submanifold of M, and if dim Q).L=O, then M is called an invariant
submanifold of M. If if>Q).L=T(M)-l, <pQ).L=T(M).L and OQ).l=T(M).l,
then M is called a generic submanifold of M.

4. Integrability of distributions

Let M be a (4n+3)-dimensional Riemannian manifold with a Sasakian
three-structure {~, Tj, r,,} and covered by a system of coordinate neighborhoods
tV ; yhl * we denote by {~h, Tjh, r"hl local components of {~, Tj, r,,} in V and

put
if>ih=Vi~h, <Pih=ViTjh, ()ih= Vi'.,h.

Then {ifJih, <Pih, ()ih) are local components of {ifJ, <P, ()} in V.
Let M be a contact-three-CR submanifold of M and covered by a system

of coordinate neighborhoods {U; x"}. Let M be represented by yh=yh (xa)
with respect to local coordinates (yh) in V and (xa) in U. Denoting the
vectors oaYh(oa=%xa) tangent to M by Bah and unit normal vector fields
by Cxh, (2. 3) and (2. 4) can be written by

f
ifJihBai=ifJa"Bbh+ifJaxCxh, <plB/=<PabBbh+<PaxCxh,

(4. 1) Oi"Bai=OabBb"+OaxCxh,

lifJihCxi= -if>xaBa"+if>xYCl,
OlC/= -OxaB}+OxYC/,

in each coordinate neighborhood U. Since {~, Tj, r,,} are tangent to M, we
have in each U

(4.2)

The indices k,i,j,k; a,b.c.d,e; x,y,Z, w run over the ranges {1,2, ...• 4n+3}; {1,2•...• n+3};
{m+4. "', 4n+3} respectively and the su=aticn convenlion will be used with respect to thoes

systems of indices.
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(4.7)

where ';-a, 7)a and ~a are local vector fields defined in U. Denoting by gba=
gjiBbjBai and gyx=gjiC/Cxi, we can see that they are components of the
induced metric tensors on M and on the normal bundle since the immersion
is isometric. If we put ifJab=9aegeb, ifJbx=(!JbygyX, 9xb=9xagab and 9xy=9x"gzy,
it follows from (2. 5) '"'-' (2. 7) that

(

9ab: -9ba, ~ab: -9ba, (}ab: -(}ba,
(4.3) 9ax-9xa, <JJax-9xa, (}ax-(}xa,

9xy= -9yx, 9xy= -9yx, ()Xy= -()YX
by means of Theorem 1, we have from (3. 5) and (3. 11)

.f" x.f" e=o ,r, x,', e=O () x(} e=oYe "jJa 're ra , ea,

d> x,fJ b=O ,I.. x(} b=O ri, x(} b=O
'j a 'T I ''r'a oX 'ra.x ,

from (3. 7) and (3. 12),

Moreover,
(4.4)
(4.5)

and consequently,

(4.6) .f" y,l.. x=O d, y,', x=O () YO x=O'Ya o/y 'ra r y , ay'

{
9a'<j'eb= -(}ab+aa7)b, 9a'(}eb= -9}+l3aCb,

(}aegeb= -9ab+7'/;,b,
where aa, Pa and Ta are components of I-forms a, f3 and T respectively.
Also, from (3. 8), we have

{
geX 9a' = 0, gexO.ae=O, <j'ex9a'=0, <jJexOa'=O,(4.8)
(}ex9a' = 0, O,x</.'ae=O

which and (2. 15) imply
(4. g) rPaX = 9azOzx, 9ax=(}az,pzx, Oax=9az9zx.
From now on we denote by Vb the operator of covariant differentiation

induced on M from that of M. Then the equations of Gauss and Weingarten
arc respectively given by

(4.10) VbBah=i1baxCxh, VbCi= -AbaxBah,
where Abax are the second fundamental tensors with respect to the unit normals
Cxh, Abax=Ab/geagyx and (gba) = (gba) -1.

When Abax=O for all indices, it is said that M is totally geodesic. When
(4.11) AbeXAaey-AaeXAbey=O

for all indices, we say that the second fundamental tensors are commutative.
Applying the operator Vc to (4.1) and using (2.2), (4.1) and (4.10),

we can easily see that

(4.12)
(

Ve9ab=aijeb- gea.;-b+ Aebx9ax- Aeax,p/,
Ve<Pab= l3iJeo-gea7)°+ A/x9ax- A eax9xo
VJ}ao=TijeO- geaCo+ Aebx(}ax- Aeax(}xO

(4. 13)

and
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we find

(Acaxif>bx - Acbxif>ax) Xb ya=0
aaXa=O and aaya=O.
(4.12) into (4.17) and using (4.18),

rf...h[X y]aB i=[X y]arf.. xC h'f'z, a , 'f"a x·

(4.14) jp cif>yx=Acexif>/-A/yif>ex,
Pc1Jyx=Acex1J/-A/y1Jex,
1'7 0 X - A x{) e - A e fl x
/I c Y - ce:y c :y"e .

Applying the operator Pc to (4.2) and using (4.10), wecan also obtain
(4.15) pct;a=if>ca, pc-,;a=<pca, pc~a=O/

and
(4. 16) Acext;e= if>cx, A cex1/=<Pcx, Acex~e=Ocx.

Now we consider the integrability of .the distributions Q) and Q)1..

Let X, YEQ)1.. Denoting by [X, y]a local components of [X, Y], we
have

(4.17) if>ih[X, y]aBi=ybxacPbif>ae-Paif>be)Beh+[X, y]aif>axCxh

because of if>abXa=O. By the way, applying the operator Pc to q)baXbya=O,
we can see that

(4.18)
because of (4.12),
Thus, substituting

Similarl we have
1Jih[X, y]aBai=[X,
{)ih[X, y]aBai=[X,

for any X, YE Q)1..

Thus we have

THEOREM 3. Let M be an (m+3)-dimensional contact-three-CR submanifoz.d
of a (4n+3)-dimensional manifold M with a Sasakian-three-structure It;, 'lj,~}.

Then the distribution Q) is completely integrable and its maximal integral
submanifold is a p-dimensional anti-invariant submanifold of M normal to t;, 'lj
and ~.

Let X, Y E Q). Then it follows that
(4.19) if>bxXb=q)bxyb=O, 1JbxXb=<Pbxyb=O, ()bxXb=Obxyb=O.

Thus we have
if>l[X, Y] aBai = [X, y]aif>abBbh+ ybXa cPbif>ax-Paif>bx) Cxh,

from which, substituting (4.13)
if>ih[X, y]aBai=[X, YYif>abBbh+ (Abexif>ae-Aaexif>be)XbyaCi.

Similarly we have
<Pih[X, y]aBai=[X, y]a<pabBbh+ (Abex<pae-Aaex<pbe)XbyaCxh,
0ih[X, y]aBai=[X, y]aOabBbh+ (AbexOae-Aaex{)be) Xb yaCxh

for any X, YE Q).

Hence we have
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THEOREM 4. Let M be an (m+3)-dimensional contact-three-eR submanifold
of a (4n+3)-dimensional manifold M with a Sasakian-three-structure {,;:, r;,~}

Then the distribution Q) is completely integrable if and only if

(AbexrPae- AaexrPbe) Xb ya=o, (Abexrpae- Aaexrp{) Xbya=O,

(Abex{)ae- Aaex{)be) Xb ya=O

for any vector fields X, YEQ). The maximal integral submanifold of Q) is
an (n+3-p)-dimensional invariant submanifold of M.

5. Contact-three-CR submanifolds with commutative second
fundamental tensors

Let M be a contact-three-CR submanifold of a manifold M with a
Sasakian-three-structure !,;:, r;, I;;l. Assume that the second fundamental tensors
are commutative, i. e., that (4.11) is valid at each point of M. Transvecting
(4. 11) with ,;:a, r;a and Ca respectively, and using (4. 16), we have

(5.1) AbexrP/=AbeyrPex, Ab,xrp/=Abeyrpex, Abex()/=Ab'y()ex.

Now, applying the operator Vb to the first equation of (4.6), we have
CVbrPaY) rP/+rPa)'VbrPyx=O,

from which, substituting (4. 13) and (4. 14) and using (5. 1),
A bazrPzY9/ - Ab/ifJaeifJyx=O.

Transvecting this equation with 9ca and using (2.8), we can easily see that
A b/9yx= - Ab/epzYifJyxifJ;

because of Ab/9/,~e=0 and Ab/ifJyXifJz' =0. Thus we have

since A beW A;z is symmetric with respect to band c and ifJbc is skew-symmetric.
Hence we have A b/9/=O. Similarly we have

(5.2) Ab/ifJ/=O, Ab/<!)yx=O, AbcY()yx=O,
which and (4.9) imply

(5.3) A bcY9ya=0, AbcYep/=O, Ab/()/=O.
Transvecting the first equation of(5. 3) with ifJax and using (2.12) and (5.2),
we find

Thus we have

THEOREM 5. Let M be a contact-three-CR submanifold of a manifold with
a Sasakian-three-structure. If the second fundamental tensors are commutative,
then M is totally geodesic.
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